The ability to form stable mental representations (or concepts) from a set of instances is fundamental to human visual cognition and is evident across the formation of prototypes, from simple pseudo-random dot patterns through to the recognition of faces. In this paper we argue that the cognitive and perceptual processes that lead to the formation of stable concepts are also important in understanding spectatorship of a certain class of serial artworks that are composed of multiple discrete but related pictures. This article considers the processes that enable the formation of stable mental representations in relation to a series of paintings of Rouen Cathedral by Claude Monet. The implications of understanding these processes for the spectatorship of this class of serial artworks are discussed.
Introduction
The typical and popular notion of an artwork is a single picture. To understand this 'masterpiece model' one need only think of Da Vinci's Mona Lisa hanging in isolation behind shatterproof glass and the crowds that queue en masse to catch a glimpse. In this model, individual pictures are experienced and understood by viewers autonomously in a direct and spontaneous manner. However, within the history of art there have been many occasions when artists have eschewed the masterpiece model to produce multiple pictures displayed together to create meaning. On these occasions the impact of the artworks, derived from the individual elements taken as a set, provides an experience altogether different from that offered by responding to autonomous single pictures.
Sets of related images, or series, come in two broad classes. In one class, pictures are temporally connected through a developing narrative. While important, series with a temporal narrative structure, and the cognitive and visual processes used to understand them, are not the focus of the present paper. This article is concerned with another kind of seriality. In this second class, visual elements are repeated from one picture to the next resulting in either pure repetition (identical instances) or compositionally stable pictures where the structure repeats despite descriptive changes.
Importantly, in the first class, the multiple pictures comprise 'a series of artworks' whereas in the second class the set of pictures can effectively be described as 'a serial artwork'. The origins of this second class can be traced to Claude Monet's painting projects late in the Nineteenth Century including his haystacks, water lilies, and views of the Thames. In Monet's series, he painted multiple canvases of similar size and composition, varying the colour and tonality of each picture to reflect a particular time of day and weather condition. Anne Craven and Peter Dreher are contemporary artists whose work also falls into the second class of seriality. Craven, for example, paints multiple 'moonscapes', constraining the size and shape of each canvas while varying the position and phase of the moon (Fig. 2) . She has exhibited her moonscapes in various configurations in groups as large as four hundred. (Sieberling, 1981) and cinema (Levine, 1978) , other examples of seriality within this class have been explained with reference to mathematics (Bochner, , 1995 or consumerism and the mundane (Dyer, 2004) . Without discounting these and other existing theories on the impulse towards seriality, this article reconsiders the phenomenon in terms of the cognitive and perceptual predisposition to create a stable mental representation from a variable set of instances and resulting implications for the beholding of serial artworks.
Stable Visual Representations
Having established that serial artworks offer a beholder multiple related instances rather than a single authoritative picture, this section will consider the human cognitive and perceptual processes that are well suited to spectatorship of this kind. The goal of creating stable concepts applies in terms of integrating information across saccades (eye movements) to represent scenes and mental representations of concepts and occurrences stored in memory. As with serial artworks, human visual cognition and perception must account for both individual episodes and general concepts extracted from those episodes considered together. Stability is contributed to by perceptual processes that define invariant properties across images (see Wagemans et al., 1996 Wagemans et al., , 1997 . In addition, and in particular the cases we consider in depth here, stability refers more to establishing relationships across changing colours, luminance and textures.
The abstraction of stable concepts from sets of instances is often discussed in terms of exemplars and prototypes. In prototype-based models (Posner and Keele, 1968 ) the information consistent across exemplars (instances) must be identified, abstracted, and stored as a prototype during learning. Exemplar-based models (Hintzman, 1984 (Hintzman, , 1986 (Hintzman, , 1988 suppose that every instance of a category is stored and that abstraction takes place during the retrieval process. Hintzman suggests that during retrieval the cognitive system must create a meaningful and stable visual representation by consulting individually-stored traces in tandem. The traditional dichotomy of prototype versus exemplar models has recently been challenged in the literature, for example with the varying abstraction model of categorisation (Vanpaemel and Storms, 2008) which posits a spectrum and allows for partial abstraction (i.e. a combination of exemplars and prototypes being stored). For our purposes it is not necessary to resolve the debate but rather to recognise that proper categorisation of concepts in a dynamic world relies, to some degree, on abstraction.
Abstracting a concept or robust representation from a set of variable instances is evidenced clearly in the case of face recognition. For recognition purposes it is crucial that cognitive and perceptual processes can account for the visual differences inherent in each successive encounter with a particular face. Correct identification is contingent on overcoming the superficial visual differences arising from lighting conditions or changes in facial hair, hairstyle or makeup, resulting from a set of varied encounters over time. It has been recognised for some time that structural codes from faces must be harnessed towards the abstraction of a pragmatic visual representation (Bruce and Young 1986 ). More recent discussions surrounding stability from variation and the formation of robust visual representations have focused on averaging techniques as a basis for the formation of prototypes from a set of variable exemplars (Benson and Perrett, 1993) . Research has been extended to examine the power of averages by looking at computational systems (Burton et al., 2005) that use averaging algorithms to improve face recognition, with insight gained into similar mechanisms within human visual cognition. Figure 3 demonstrates that averaging removes the superficial differences between instances in order that the essential characteristics remain. Averaging across instances retains information useful for identification and eliminates extraneous details (Young and Bruce, (2011) , ascertaining something of the essence of a person's appearance (Jenkins et al., 2006) .
The variation offered by repeated exposure to a stimulus (i.e. a person's face) contributes to the formation of a robust visual representation, and increased exposure strengthens familiarity (Burton et al., 2005 (Burton et al., , 2011 in that it provides further opportunity for variation to be identified and for useful information to be gleaned. In other words, the more variation that exists within a set of instances, the easier it will be to identify what visual information persists and to form a stable concept as a result (Bruce, 1994) . 
Monet's Cathedrals
The relationship between exemplars and prototypes within face recognition can be extended towards serial artworks. By extension, the highly visually varied encounters with a particular face become the discrete but related individual pictures that comprise a serial artwork. Monet also understood the value of viewing the individual instances as part of a set, when he indicated that the canvases gain importance through comparison within the series (Levine, 1978) . As a result of having constrained his composition in terms of viewpoint and scale, the averaging process previously discussed in terms of face recognition can equally be applied to Monet's cathedrals. Figure 4 shows an average based on a subset of paintings from the series.
As in the example using faces, the process of averaging removes the superficial qualities and depicts the cathedral stripped of any specificity. The process effectively undoes Monet's enterprise by taking discreet moments of perception and averaging them into an efficient and general concept of the cathedral. Whereas the individual paintings portray a generally discernable time of day and weather condition, it is harder to say the same where the average is concerned. Monet acknowledged the importance of the series being exhibited as a set and understood that the individual instances viewed together established a more meaningful experience for a spectator. What Monet likely did not grasp was the basis for the cognitive and perceptual processes responsible. There is no evidence that Monet comprehended, outright, that his approach to painting the cathedral would result in a more stable concept and robust mental representation of the cathedral in the minds of those viewing the series.
Regardless, his innovation effectively broke with the history of pictorial art that preceded him and paved the way for future generations of artists to further exploit the cognitive and perceptual processes that underpin serial artworks. The implications of Monet's seriality within the history of art will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
Discussion
Monet's paintings deviated from previous examples of seriality in his use of constrained repetition across each picture. Monet's approach to his serial artworks influenced future generations of artists including Albers and Warhol and his influence can still be seen in the work of contemporary artists like Craven, and Dreher. Whereas existing theories regarding serial artworks focus on the social, technological, or philosophical underpinnings of their production, we have focused our attention on the implications for the spectator of serial artworks based on a fundamental attribute of human visual cognition. Central to our argument is the claim that humans create stable mental concepts from sets of related instances experienced over time and that serial artworks are no exception to this rule.
Although not a central concern or intention for Monet at the time of their production, serial artworks like his paintings of Rouen Cathedral question the manner in which an artwork can be experienced. Unlike single pictures that are experienced in a direct and spontaneous manner, serial artworks comprising multiple discreet but related pictures are experienced indirectly via the formation of an abstracted mental concept of the artwork.
Art historical discourse tends to emphasize the contribution of Monet and his peers regarding artistic volition and a move away from mimetic painting that had dominated previous generations. Undoubtedly, the Impressionist approach to colour and the application of paint, and the underlying interest in visual perception, had significant implications for the development of abstraction in Western painting in the early Twentieth Century (see Thomson, 2000) . Less attention, however, has been given to the manner in which Monet's serial artworks inadvertently questioned the nature of spectatorship by defying the notion of a single original picture and authorship in the way in which the set of instances prompt the formation of a mental concept in the mind of the spectator. According to this criterion, Monet's serial artworks can be thought of as displaying characteristics that relate to conceptual practices of the late twentieth century that "…redefined the conditions of receivership and the role of the spectator" (Buchloh, 1990, p.107) .
In a conceptual work of art the concept or idea offered to the spectator is of equal or additional importance than notions of beauty or sensual experience. In 1967, Sol Lewitt, a pioneer of conceptual art practice noted that "Conceptual art is made to engage the mind of the viewer rather than his eye or emotions" (1999, p.15) . Although there is no evidence that Monet intended to engage the mind rather than the eye (in fact the opposite is probably true), here we have argued that serial artworks like Monet's prompt mental processes to establish stability across their variations due to the nature of the human visual cognitive system. We suggest that the conceptual aspects of Monet's series are at least as important as their formal and material merits (of which there are many). What is particularly interesting about this assertion is that Monet and his Impressionist colleagues were notoriously criticised by the influential artist Marcel Duchamp for creating artworks deemed purely 'retinal' in nature.
Duchamp, most famous for introducing the Readymade artwork in the form of an upsidedown and signed urinal, was interested in artworks that went beyond the eye (i.e. beauty) and aimed for something more cerebral and concept driven (an obvious influence on Lewitt and his peers). Duchamp compared Monet and the Impressionists to house painters whose only interests were with colour and painting for painting's sake. Although Duchamp cannot be denied his significant influence on later developments in Conceptual Art, we believe Monet planted early seeds for such developments. To be bold, based on the premise put forth in this paper, the influence of Monet's seriality can even be extrapolated as an influence on relational aesthetics popularised towards the end of the Twentieth Century along with other forms of installation art. The distinctive character of the latter has been theorised in terms of the fact that "the ensemble of elements within [an installation], are regarded in their entirety as a singular entity" (Bishop, 2005, p.6) . Similar language is used in a discussion of the former, which posits the artwork as "an ensemble of units to be re-activated by the beholdermanipulator (Bourriaud, 1998, p.20) . In both cases the relationship between individual elements and the resulting mental concept contributes to the meaning and experience of the artwork, a claim we have applied to Monet's cathedrals.
We recognise that there are examples of painters prior to Monet who aimed to go beyond the purely 'retinal' (such as Cornelius Gijsbrecht and his Reverse Side of a Painting (1670) that depicted the back of a canvas in order to fool the viewer) and that any artwork is conceptual in that it involves mental processes in order to be understood. However, the conceptual inclination of serial artworks like Monet's is distinctive in its particular play to human perceptual and cognitive functioning. Unlike tromp l'oeil still life paintings which are still designed to be experienced directly and in the moment, serial artworks encourage the formation of concepts that transcend the physical presence of the paintings and that persist long after the viewing experience. These two modes of visual experience have been explained in terms of the "iconic" and the "conceptual" qualities that form a spectrum onto which any artwork can be mapped (Koenderink and van Doorn, 2013).
One should not dismiss Monet's, or any other artists use of seriality as being overtly conceptual or anti-aesthetic. In fact the same features responsible for driving the formation of mental concepts can be thought of in terms of their impact on the aesthetic experience of the viewer. There is literature surrounding the idea of the positive affect associated with stability from variation and the way that averages and prototypes result in a pleasurable sensory experience for a viewer. It is possible that viewer processing dynamics (Winkielman et al., 2003; Reber et al., 2004; Belke et al., 2010) and the impact of the 'mere exposure effect' (Zajonc, 1968) on perceptual fluency may contribute to an enjoyable response to repetition within serial art. The mere exposure effect refers to the positive response to a stimulus simply from having been exposed to it previously and can develop from instances that repeat or that share a common characteristic or underlying structure (Zizak and Reber, 2004) . Positive affect can also be associated with the pleasure derived from problem solving, for example through the resolution of ambiguity. In terms of aesthetic appreciation, this idea has been elaborated by way of the 'aesthetic aha' (Muth and Carbon, 2013) . Arguably, serial artworks provide an opportunity for the spectator to resolve the 'problem' of the relationships between instances and offer the possibility that the averaged mental prototype could be akin to a true Gestalt.
The notion of adaptation for aesthetic appreciation can also be informative in relation to serial artworks. Adaptation, whereby new visual information becomes habituated, has been discussed in terms of the dynamics of aesthetic appreciation and as a way of explaining changing artistic tastes from one period to another (Carbon 2011) . For example, adaptation can help to explain how an innovation in style that is initially rejected can become favourable. French Impressionism demonstrates this quite well since Impressionist works of art initially repulsed and offended audiences whereas today they produce blockbuster exhibitions in major museums (for a related discussion see Cutting 2003 Cutting , 2007 . Artists who create serial artworks inadvertently provide fertile ground for adaptation indicating that beyond mere exposure effects, seriality might be effective in promoting an artist's visual brand.
In this paper we have proposed that artworks comprising multiple discreet but related pictures (serial artworks) may prompt the formation of stable mental concepts abstracted from relationships within the set. We have recognised that stability is first and foremost contributed to by perceptual processes that define invariant properties across instances. Using Monet's paintings of Rouen Cathedral as a case study, we have demonstrated that descriptive changes across instances that share a basic composition may lead to the formation of a robust representation resembling a mental prototype. We have suggested possible implications for the spectatorship of serial artworks based on cognitive and perceptual process that may impact on viewer processing dynamics. Future empirical work will be useful in determining a psychological reality to the experience of serial artworks both in terms of stable mental representations and in terms of processing fluency and positive affect. 
